**PROBLEM**
Everyone has something they can donate to charity, but many do not have the time.

**SOLUTION**
CherryTime is a web application that seeks to enable anyone with limited time to donate physical items. With CherryTime, donations take minutes.

**BACKGROUND**
Existing charity applications focus on monetary donations while neglecting physical donations. Non-profit organizations need physical items that many individuals own, but do not use.

**AUDIENCE**
Seattle non-profit organizations that have donation collection services, and Seattle donors who have limited free time such as students, working adults, and parents.

**TECHNOLOGY**
Used technologies include Amazon Web Services, GitHub, Google Developers, and Parse.

**Pledges and History**
Individuals can pledge to donate. User profiles will display a donation history log. In addition, users can collect badges. A badge system is in place to reward users for making donations and to encourage users to make frequent pledges.

**Filter and Search**
Individuals can filter donation locations based on location, organization, cause or item type. This allows individuals to find organization nearby with causes they care to donate items to.

**Monitor Dropsite Health**
If a drop box is damaged, too full or vandalized, the non-profit organizations will be notified. They will know which locations needs attention, and the problem can be fixed as soon as possible.

**Mobile Friendly**
CherryTime is mobile friendly, allowing non-profit organizations and individuals to easily access our website. The location service is also utilized to know where a user is, so locations nearby can be displayed.

**Before you leave the house,**
- **pick an item to give to charity,**
- **find a dropsite,**
- **make a pledge,**
- **give the donation,**
and get back to work.

**HTTP://CHERRYTI.ME**
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